
Are You Aware that… 

FUZION TRADING (t/a Seal King Manufacturing) 

optimises the quality of each product by the use of various processes in the 

manufacture of your requirements. 

The Process: 

1. The product is designed and an exact drawing is given to…  

2. The toolmaker who makes a mould to the exact specification on the drawing… 

3. Samples are manufactured which need to be passed by Quality Control… 

4. The product is then manufactured using one of the following three processes… 

a. Injection Moulding 

b. Compression Moulding 

c. Open Cast Moulding 

Injection Moulding is a manufacturing process for producing parts from both 

thermoplastic and thermosetting plastic materials. Material is fed into a heated barrel, 

mixed, and forced into a mould cavity where it cools and hardens to the configuration 

of the mould cavity. There are approximately 20,000 different materials available for 

injection moulding. 

For a more detailed explanation of Injection Moulding CLICK HERE 

Compression Moulding is a method in which the moulding material, generally 

preheated, is first placed in an open, heated mould cavity. The mould is closed with a 

top force, pressure is applied to force the material into contact with all mould areas, 

while heat and pressure are maintained until the moulding material has cured 

For a more detailed explanation of Compression Moulding CLICK HERE 

Open Cast Moulding  (or Casting) is a manufacturing process by which a liquid 

material is usually poured into  a mould, which contains a hollow cavity of the desired 

shape,e.g. a seal, and then allowed to solidify. Open cast moulding is often used for 

making complex shapes that would be difficult or uneconomical to make by other 

methods. Producing open-cast polyurethane components are normally more labour 

intensive but the result is a greater range of physical properties which translates into 

better overall performance in the long run, therefore long term significant cost savings. 

For a more detailed explanation of Open Cast Moulding (Casting) CLICK HERE 

Visit www.fuziontrading.co.za for more valuable information relevant to this industry. 
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